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Choose the correct answer.                                                                                                                  

1. They met at the British Museum and soon were 

engaged … examining its rich collections. They had  
often visited the museum but they were still astonished 
… the beauty of Egyptian collection. 

A) to / at       B) on / -     
C) in / at     D) by / from                                                                                                                  

 
2. He … and he`s only three.                                                                                                                                  
A) could have read     B) can read                                                         

C) can reading    D) could read                                                                                                                                                                           
 

3. Would  you like … sweet?                                                                                                         
A) others     B) the others   
C) other    D) another                                                                                                                                    

 
4. … Prime  Minister`s residence is at … Downing  

Street 10, close to  the Whitehall.                                                                                                                                         
A) - / the    B) the / -   
C) the / a     D) a / -                                                                                                                            

 
5. They say … sugar is bad for you.                                                                                      

A) -       B) a    
C) an     D) the                                                                                                                           
 

6.  They are … asleep.                                                                                                                                                           
A) else      B) yet    

C)  just     D) still                                                                                                                                               
 
7. She  … many prizes over the year.                                                                                                      

A) won      B) has won       
C) wins       D) is winning                                                                                            

 
8. You had no choice, …  you?                                                                                                    
A) didn`t     B) hadn`t     

C) had     D) did                                                                                                                                                                   
 

9. … a doctor I couldn`t leave the wounded people.                                                                                                              
A) Having been    B) To be   
C) Being     D)  Be                                                                                                                                                         

 
10.  It is a bit … that Lola hasn`t arrived home yet.                                                                                                    

A) worrying     B) worryingly    
C) worry      D) worried                                                                                                                 
 

11.  I don`t remember … the party I have no memory 
of   it  at  all.                                                                                                                                                                                                  

A) to leave     B) leave    
C) left     D)  leaving                                                                                                                                                                       
 

12. … the violin he plays the piano and the flute.                                                                                                   
A) Beside     B) Except   

C) Dispite     D)  Besides                                                                   

13. I live … single – parent family and my mother  is 
…  only  person  who takes care of me.                                                                                                                                                     

A) -/the       B)  a/the    
C) a/an     D) the/the                                                                                                              
 

14. Could I have … drink?                                                                                                  
A) an other       B) another    

C) the others     D)  others                                                                                                                                    
 
15. Do you know  when  the steamer calls … Klin?                                                                                                                            

A) in      B) at    
C)  among     D) about                                                                                                                                                   

 
16. Most people prefer travelling by an ocean liner … 
it combines comfort and speed.                                                                                                

A) because     B)  therefore    
C)  due to     D)  because of                                                                                                                                   

 
17. She doesn`t  want to go to the south of  Italy  
because … .                                                                                                                          

A) her  train  leaves  in 25 minutes.                                                                                                                                                                                            
B) we`d already  started   the meeting.                                                                                                                                                                                    

C) she has been there  several  times before.                                                                                              
D) her friends  used  to  live   there.                                                                                                                                             
 

18. The cleaner had washed all the windows in the  
office …  the boss came.                                                                                                                                                                            

A) as soon as    B) after    
C)  as      D) by the time                                                                                                                          
 

19. My boss wanted … late  because there was so  
much work to do.                                                                                                                                                

A) me to work     B)  that I work                                                             
C) that  I worked      D) I worked                                                                                                                                
 

20. … 6 o`clock  this morning  I was walking along  
the beach.                                                                                                                                           

A) while     B)  since    
C)  by       D) at                                                                                                                                                                      
 

21. Why do you like  your … dress so much?  Does it 
remind  you  of something.                                                                                                      

A) silk old red       B) old silk red                                            
C) red old silk       D) old red silk                                                                                                                                                                               
 

22. When I got  home  the door  was … open.                                                                                         
A) widely     B) wideful     

C) wider     D) widen                                                                                                                                     
 
23. Failing  my driving test was one of my most … 

experiences.                                                                                                                                   
A) disappointingly    B) disappoint                                                    

C) disappointing     D) disappointed                                                                             



24.  Children thought no one  … them.                                                                       

A) could  see    B) sees   
C) can see     D) was seeing                                                                                            

 
25. There`s … good chance we`ll be late  for  the 
meeting.                                                                                                                                     

A) the    B) -   
C) an     D) a                                                                                

 
26. If I get all my work …  in time, I`ll be at home  by 
6 o`clock tonight.                                                                                                                                                     

A) do     B) doing    
C) would have  done   D) have done                                                           

 
27. We … go to Bob`s party last Saturday.                                                                            
A) were able     B)  were able to                                                             

C) to be able to      D) had been able to                                                                                                                       
 

28. It is  not uncommon  …  people here who know  
several  languages.                                                                                                                   
A) to find     B) found    

C) find     D) having found                                                                                                      
 

29.  … you run, … you can be.                                                                                                                           
A) More / the slimmer     
B) The more / the slimmest                                                            

C) The more / the slimmer   
D) The more / slimmer                                                                               

 
30.  … your having lost the address,  he got into 
trouble.                                                                                                                    

A)  Owing to      B) Because    
C)  Despite     D) So as                                                                                                             

 
31. Will you have … to eat?                                                                                                 
A) something      B) someone   

C) none    D) anything                                                                                         
 

32. It`s high time for him … much money to support  a 
family. Since he`s 45 years old.                                                                                                 
A) for earning   B) to be earned   

C) to earn                   D) have earned                                                                                                                                                         
 

33. The student … his hand and asked permission to 
leave  the  class.                                                                                                                                              
A) raise     B) raised   

C) rose    D) risen                                                                     
 

34.  A good accountant should be able to add up … .                                                            
A) quickly     B) to quick    
C) quicken     D) quick                                                                                       

 
35. I often like to spend time … .                                                                                           

A) by myself    B) on myself   
C) on me own   D) myself                                                                                
 

36.   It was … late when I get home that I didn`t have 

dinner.                                                                                                                         
A) such      B) so   

C) such a     D)  so many       
       
       

       
       

   
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

               Tuzuvchi:  Maftuna Latipova 
                     Buxoro viloyati Buxoro tumani                                                                                                                      

   Manba: DTM testlaridan to‘plandi. 


